We explore the method and accuracy of prediction in Section 9.
WORKLOAD MODEL
The workload that the self-scaling evaluation uses is characterized by five parameters. These parameters lead to the first-order performance effects in 1/0 systems. See Figure  4 for examples of each parameter.
(1) uniquel+lytes-the number of unique data bytes read or written in a workload, essentially the total size of the data.
(2) sizeMean-the average size of an I\O request. We choose sizes from a normal distribution with a coefficient of variation equal to 1.
(3) readFrac-the fraction of reads; the fraction of writes is l-readFrac.
(4) seqFrac-the fraction of requests that follow the prior request sequentially.
For workloads with multiple processes, each process is given its own thread of addresses.
(5) prcwessNum-the concurrency in the workload, that is, the number of processes simultaneously issuing 1/0. In Figure  4 , for example, the focal vector is {uniqueBytes = 21 MB, sizeMean = 10 KB, readFrac = O, processNum = 1, seqFrac = O}. Hence, in Figure  4 (a), uniqueBytes is varied while the sizeMean = 10 KB, readFrac = O, processNum = 1, and seqFrac = o. 
Examples
This section contains results from running the self-scaling benchmark on the five systems described in Figure  2 .
8.1.1 SPARCstation 1 +. -Larger request sizes yield higher performance. This effect is more pronounced in the disk region.
-Reads are faster than writes, even when all the data fits in the file cache ( Figure  7(b) ). Although the data fits in the file cache, writes still cause i-node changes to be written to disk periodically for reliability in case of a system crash. This additional overhead for writing causes writes to be slower than reads. (2)
This high performance is due to Convex's 200 MB/s memory system and performance-focused (as opposed to cost performance) implementation.
The effective file cache for the Convex is 800 MB. This is due to the 1 GB of main memory resident on the computer and an operating system that gives the file cache use of the entire main memory.
Disk performance continues to improve with increasing request size until requests are 1 MB ( Figure  9 (a)), while most other computers reach their peak performance with sizes of a few hundred kilobytes.
Figures 9(b) and 10 shows self-scaling benchmark results for the Solbourne 5E/905. We see two differences from the other graphs.
(1) The file cache is quite large, about 300 MB ( Figure  10(b) ). This matches our expectations, since the main memory for this system is 384 MB. (2) When accessing the file cache, writes are much slower than reads (Figure 9(b) Pictorially, our approach to estimating performance for unmeasured workloads is shown for a two-parameter workload in Figure  11 . In the self-scaling evaluation, we measure workloads with all but one parameter fixed at the focal point. In Figure  11 , these are shown as the solid-line throughput curves This ratio is known at processNum = processNum~to be Throughput processNum~, sizeMean~)/ Throughput processNum~, sizeMeanl).
To measure how accurately this approximates actual performance, we measured 100 workloads, randomly selected over the entire workload space (the range of each parameter is shown in Figure  7 ). Figure  12 shows the prediction accuracy of this simple product-of-single- Prediction Accuracy
. . . and it takes twice as long to collect the necessary information. Figure  15 summarizes prediction accuracy for the other systems ( Figure  24 shows the prediction scatter plots with enhanced accuracy 
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